
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHING VOCABULARY THROUGH

LANGUAGE GAMES

The Effectiveness of Teaching Vocabulary by Using Games to The. Third Grade .. English is an international language
used by a lot of people in the world.

It will also be recorded and transcribed into written form. It provides learners with a fun and interesting way of
learning a language in specific its vocabulary. Memory game begins with one student saying a sentence and
the next student in turn adds another word or phrase to the sentence, repeating what has gone before in the
same order, for example, Student 1: I went to the library. The words used in the test are taken from the word
list found in the syllabus. Pupils will have to work in their assigned group for each English lesson. He must be
taken to prison. However, for this research it is impossible to be using all of the pupils as samples. English
teachers find it hard to get pupils to remember the required words. Teaching and Learning Vocabulary. The
focus is not on how many pupils were able to improve their vocabulary knowledge but instead on whether or
not language games are able to help them improve their vocabulary effectively and in what respect such as
motivation, practice and so on. Student 2: It is a paintbrush. The interview is to find out what the three pupils
think of learning vocabulary using language games and do they find them interesting and motivating. This is
probably because they do not yet have any inhibitions when it comes to learning. Journal of Peace Education,
6 1 , 87â€”  It also helps in creating a non- threatening learning environment. Before the research takes place,
a pre -vocabulary test will be carried out. Games encourage, entertain, teach, and promote fluency.
Beisenbaeva, U. Their senses need to be stimulated for them to be able to learn effectively. Asean EFL
Journal. Implications of the study suggest learners using fun activity on learning vocabulary to provide them
with effective learning. Then the teams exchange their tasks. Games should be an integral part of a lesson,
providing the possibility of intensive practice while at the same time immensely enjoyable for both students
and teachers. Games also can encompass so many aspect of English language learning such as grammar,
vocabulary and communication skills all of which are essential towards mastering the language. Allen, V. This
is due to the fact that children love games and by incorporating those in the lesson might help them to
remember the words better. More often than not, pupils are able to memorize the words taught during the
lesson but forget them all over again the next day. I got really excited in those weeks we played Survivor
Games. Meaningful tasks are basically the tasks that represent what they will encounter in their real-life
because that is what learning a second language is for. During these group activities, pupils are encouraged to
practice the target language or target vocabulary with their team members. Daily notes will be taken to record
the observation process. The last player remaining is the winner. International Journal of Educational
Investigations, 2 3 ,  Environmental peace education in foreign language learners' English grammar lessons.
One at a time, each student describes the tool without saying its name. Wiley- Black well publications.
England: Longman. The time provided is not sufficient enough. These pupils are from different abilities pupils
who range from advance, intermediate and weak. Essex: Pearson Longman. Games encourage learners to use
the language by interacting with each other and it also brings the learners closer to the real world which makes
the learning more meaningful. Games require all students' involvement; therefore, it is very important that
students have a cooperative attitude.


